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1. ORGANİZASYON ÖZETİ

1.1 Takım Organizasyonu

Our team works in one harmony and with the heart of one man!
in communication and joint work, we put plans near and far in order to reach the specified goals.
And we divide the tasks, each according to the amount of knowledge in his field. The work is
carried out in teams and groups specialized in the occupied section of the project.
Our Team members and their main tasks:
Muhammed Mehdi ELÖMER:


team leader



Assistant member of the aircraft programming unit
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External Liaison Officer



Responsible for following up on news and developments related to the team



General follower of the team's performance



Planning Officer and Assistant member in the coordination of reports.

YASER HAMDO


Responsible for the electronic department



Assistant member of the aircraft programming unit.



Assistant member of the Department of Mechanics and Aerodynamics.



Responsible for selecting electronic parts and communication devices.



Planning Assistant



Supervisor of experiments and flight tests



Final video output

HUSSEIN SHEIKH WASSOUF


artificial intelligence specialist



The head of Aircraft programming unit



Responsible for communication and communication between devices and remote
control



Associate member in research and studies



Planning Assistant



Final report editor

abdulkadir el nasan


Assistant member of the mechanics department



Responsible for searching and shopping for the best products and offers in the market.



Associate member in research and studies



Assistant member for reporting

Muhammet GAZİ



Airframe designer and technical draftsman.



Associate member in mechanics and aerodynamics.



Assistant member in the Department of Electronics and Programming
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Assistant member for reporting



General advisor to the team

WORK GROUPS:
artificial intelligence group:
Hussain
Programming group:
Hussain
Yasser
Electronic and communication group:
Yasser
Hussain
Mohammed
Mechanical and aerodynamic group:
Mohammed
Abdelkader
Yasser

2. DETAYLI TASARIM RAPORU (30 Puan)

2.1 Tasarım ve Uçuş Kararlılığı (5 Puan)
Our designed UAV vehicle is a Drone (rotating wing) system. As will be shown below, the vehicle
consists of 6 wings and a central body. It was designed symmetrically with 6 thruster motor
propellers and appropriate geometric shape and dimensioning analysis was considered according
to the purposeful tasks that the vehicle was asked to perform.
Approximate vehicle dimensions with propeller guard and without landing gear:
Diameter: 81 cm, Height: 71.5 cm
Vehicle diameter excluding propeller guard: 54.5 cm
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Images of the UAV designed in the computer aided design program environment

Real prototype images
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Technical drawing showing the overall dimensions of the vehicle excluding the landing gear
Skeleton components designed by our team were produced from ABS plastic material by 3d
printer. The center body of the skeleton is connected to the thrusts by carbon fiber rods.the stick
is put into the hole, and the elements are connected to each other by gluing them. The center
piece can be closed by screwing with the perforated dome as the cover. The details of the
mechanical and physical main parts of the vehicle are explained below.

Physical main components of the UAV
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•

Balance analysis of the designed vehicle:

Due to the symmetry, there is no instability of the system, since equal weights of engines,
propellers, etc. will be carried on the wing tips. However, since electronic equipment of different
sizes and weights will be placed in the middle part, it is planned to maintain the balance by
weighing the loads in each section of the hexagon during the assembly phase, taking care to put
them in equal weights, and placing small weights to balance the loads when necessary.
•

Flight stability analysis of the designed vehicle:
After the balance analysis, which is the main factor of flight stability, and the weight calculation,
the selection of propulsion systems and the role of working algorithm design begins. The thruster
brushless motors, esc and propellers were first analyzed and selected, then higher quality and
higher value motors and esc equipment were selected and the thrust system was determined
experimentally. The selected EMAX 2213935 KV motor and the battery 3300Mah 3s Lipo ,values
that will meet the esc electrical parameters were selected.

the best prove we have for flight stability is the following graphs(acquired from dataflash log) which
gives a good perspective of how our drone flies:
1. Desroll/Roll: we can see from this graph the actual roll (“Roll”) closely follows the desired roll
(“DesRoll”) which indicate a low percentage of having a Mechanical Failure or a ESC sync
failures.
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2. Vabrtion(VibeX, VibeY and VibeZ): the below graph shows that the vibration levels are
consistently below 40m/s ,preferably it should be blow 30m/s but this is acceptable results for
now.

3. Motor Balance: mission planner have a useful feature after navigating to the 'dataflash logs'
we can upload a BIN logs file to the "Auto Analysis" and it will be analyzed automatically ,
here ro motor balance is checked and we gat the following statement :
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additionally using mission planner we made a simple waypoints script where the drone flies
autonomously to 3 point and than returns to launch (RTL), unfortunately we couldn't implement it
on our drone due to high magnetic interference which is casing the drone to 'toilet-bowl' , in the
image below we can see that the script run smoothly on the mission planner sitl simulation.

As we mentioned in the previous section the biggest problem we are facing is 'toilet-bowl' ,we
noticed it while testing our drone when we tried switching to a GPS depended modes like ( Loiter
,PosHold and Alt Hold...etc) but the drone started to Circle around and sometime it just drifts away,
according to the ardupilot documentation we can graph the mag field using this formula
sqrt(MagX^2, MagY^2, MagZ^2) and as we can see in the image below the maximum mag field is
about 650 which exceeds the recommended limit of 550.
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To solve this we tried placing a aluminum paper (folded multiple times) under the raspberry piNavio2 to reduce the mag field (just like showen in the image below),but unfortunately we did not
notice any significant difference.

in the future we will try using Ferrite rings and maybe try shortening The Wires to decrease the mag
field to an acceptable levels.

2.2 Kabiliyet (5 Puan)

Communication Software,communicating with a drone have so many different types and in the
following list we had to use a number of programs all for different reasons :
1. Mission Planner: A GCS that can be setted up with only two parts telemetry and a telemetry
receiver , By connecting a telemetry to the pc and plugging the telemetry receiver to the drone
we can create a connection between the drone and your pc, This connection provide us with a
number of useful features seach as:
a) Calibrating our compass
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b) Calibrating/synchronizing our ESC's
c) Through it we can perform a number of tests that can determine if a specific mechanism is
working properly for example:
I.

failsafe test: when the connection between the RC controller and the drone is
disconnected it should automatically switch to land mod and after landing disarms
immediately .

II. Compass Mot test: this test can be performed by following the steps provided by
the ardupilot documentation , the purpose of it is to measure the magnetic
interference caused by the different electronic parts of the drone which affects the
Compass and can cause an inaccurate GPS readings
d) run flight simulations
e) we made use of the dataflash and telemetry logs to monitor drone's flight and for
troubleshooting.
2. Putty: an essential program to work with raspberry pi-Navio2, for the first connection we used a
Ethernet cable so we can SSH into it, but configuring the wifi on it replaced the use of the cable
and now we can SSH to it by simply connecting the pc to the same wifi and entering the IP
address of the raspberry pi-Navio2 in the putty program,after connecting and inserting the
username and password of the device ,we can freely use the Linux terminal to (update software ,
configure environments, change sittings and create new files...etc)
3. Vnc client/server: the program is not necessary but while working on object detection and object
tracking it improved our workflow and efficiency significantly, of course configuring it was not an
easy task considering that the Navio2 has no GUI so we have to upload one and install all the
necessary programs such as (thonny IDE, image viewer, Chromium for internet browsing and
many others).
To do the object detection tasks, we will use the tensorflow library to locate objects and the opencv
library for image processing. We have a number of objects to discover in our three tasks. In the
first task, we need to be able to detect balloons, and in the third tasks we need to detect people.
lucky these two objects are in the coco dataset so we are using a model from TensorFlow 1
Detection Model Zoo which has been trained to draw a square around the 90 objects in the coco
dataset, the name of the model is 'ssd_mobilenet_v3_small_coco' , we have tested a number of
models but due to the speed and Weight of the model we chose and it has performed well so far ,
there are other options such as Tiny-YOLO, but so far we will be using the ssd model.
when we run it on the raspberry pi we got an FpS of about 5-6, but when I run it on the NAVIO2 it
decreased significantly and we got On fps 2-3 and this is a problem that we will work on fixing in
the future, one of the solutions is to buy the Movidius Ncs 2 and this tool can significantly improve
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the speed of image processing, and then we can raise the fps to about 22 This is enough to locate
items quickly and with good accuracy.
in the second task, instead of reading letters, we found an alternative that is faster and has a
greater range which is reading qr codes, we got a quit good detection range about two meters.
A possible development in the second mission is to deliver a package to a specific person face
recognition

To

achieve

this,

we

built

the

foundations

face

detection

using

haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml and the resulting box will go into the face recognition modul
to verify if this is the right person the delivery the package for ,the face detection algorithm is
sufficient for now and in the future we will use better models.
Hand Position Estimation:In the third task, when the drone sees a certain hand movement, it will stop
or perform some kind of an action. Currently, we were able to apply the hand position estimation on
the computer, but we have not yet been able to apply it to the Naveo
2.3 Faydalılık (5 Puan)
For the first task
The benefits is purely military, in which a zone is searched, the enemy is distinguished from the
friend, and the enemy is eliminated
Note: The mission format has been changed due to the difficulty of stabilizing the helium balloons
in the air while the drone is flying, and the team was also concerned that the two lines holding the
balloons would get stuck in one of the drone’s propellers and cause them to fall, so the balloons
will be fixed on the ground.
For the second task:
The drones deliver goods between the shipping center and the buyer, which reduces the work of
shipping companies and relieves the buyer from going to the division to send a package or to wait
at home until the package arrives, as he can send his current location instead of a fixed home
address.
For the third task:We believe it will help save the lives of skiers, mountaineers and the like.

2.4 Yenilik (5 Puan)
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Our package delivery system, in first task: a sharp object(like a tall needle) will be added to the
bottom of the drone, the area will be scanned by the pan/tilt camera mount ,when a balloon object
is detected on the ground the drone will land slowly on top of it and pop it , some possible
improvements in the future ,it is possible that we use a laser to pop the balloon from a distance
immediately after it is detected by the object detection module.

2.5 Yerlilik (5 Puan)
for the second task: we add to servo motors on the bottom of the drone(on the landing gear) each
servo is connected to a side of the landing gear , just like shown in the image below

the servos are connected to a wooden hand and they have two positions :
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open: when the drone is right in front on us the two wooden hands will point straight down to
the ground .



closed:when the drone is right in front on us the two wooden hands will point at the other just
like shown in the image above

our original plan for for the 'open position' is to make the wooden hands point up (to the center of
the drone ) ,so they don't block the movement of the drone, this is still the original plan but in the
future this is how it will look like.
the goal of the two hands and the servo motors is to pick up the box and hold it in place, now after
we explain the servos thoroughly there is another important mechanism included in our package
delivery system wich is ,the especially made delivery box it have two differences from a normal
box :
1. on the 4 sides of the box we cut out a triangular shape and on the top side of the triangul
there is a straight line coming out, so the wooden hand (that was explained in the previous
section) can easily go in and get stuck at the end of the line.
2. on the top side of the box we glued a qr code so the drone can recognize it when flying.
These two differences are shown in this image below.
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as we can see in the image above we attached the servo motors to the bottom side of the
landing gear (this abled them to move freely without any blockage from the body of the drone)
but this created a problem when landing ,so we attachted 4 3D printed partes to the landing gear
,these parts will hold the drone up so the our package delivery system will not be damaged while
landing.
Pan And Tilt Camera Mount:
we used a pan and tilt camera mount and we were able to track the qr code or face , script works
by dividing the process into 5 sub processes that have sheard variables(so if a variable value
changes in process A process B will instantly start using the same value), this helps to increase
the fps when running the program and increases the ability to modify the code.
Operations: The main process runs the rest of the sub processes, process one updates a common
variable called box_center, which is the center point coordinates of the detected object(square) ,
this variable will be used to calculte the distance from the center point of the frame(Video) to the
box, by switching this script we can track a qr code or a human face and in the future with a little
bit of work person or a balloon, the last two process are Responsible for updating the PID value
wich are used to calculate how much should we (pan/tilt) so the object is in the center of the frame

2.6 Sadelik (5 Puan)
For the first task, several mechanisms were proposed to burst the balloon, including using a laser,
or throwing a needle , but the simplest method was chosen, which is to install a needle on the
structure of the drone.
For the package delivery system, more than one mechanism was proposed, including the use of
a magnet or a hook, but a system consisting of two servo motors and two wooden arms was
chosen for its simplicity and lightness.

2.7 Hakem Takdiri
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